
VOLLEYBALL EQUIPMENT SET-UP 

The following is a general guideline to help you and your teammates set up 
the volleyball equipment in order to help prolong the life of the equipment 
and for a safer volleyball experience for all players. 

1. Choose the appropriate equipment from the equipment room, two posts with a 
pulley, one for the upper rope and one for the lower rope and a net. 

2. Determine the post holes to be used for the proper set-up of the posts. 
3. Before putting the posts in the post holes, adjust the pegs for the net height needed, 

Coed 7’11” or  2.43m. (usually 2 nd hole from top) and Ladies 7’4” or 2.24m. (usually 
3 rd hole from top). 

4. Put posts in holes and where applicable, attach the anchoring hooks to the wall. 
5. Attach the top and bottom of the net with the ropes with hooks to the posts. 
6. Tighten the top of the net until firm, with latch off the pulley and latch when done. 

Then, adjust the bottom of the net by moving the lower clamps to line up with the 
bottom of the net and tighten the clamps. 

7. With the latch off the pulley, tighten the lower net and latch when done.  Remember 
to hold the handle firmly when latch is off to prevent an injury.  When the latch is 
on, only use it for a final small adjustment. 

Wall Anchors: Occasionally, the post holes have debris in them, posts are not flat on 
the floor or they are used as an extra precaution since it is possible for the posts to fall 
over.  Also, they help to keep pressure off the flooring around the post holes. 

Pulley Latches: When nets are tightened with the pulley latches on, the pulley latches 
become loose, get bent, the teeth get filed down and do not latch properly, becoming 
unsafe for those working with the equipment. 

Posts: Adjust net height before placing posts in holes.  Please do not use the stand as a 
stool for safety reasons and to protect the posts and the flooring around the post holes. 
To make adjustments to the top of the net following placement in the post holes, please 
do so as safely as possible on a chair or mid-bench.



Flooring: If items are laying on the floor where a player may try to put the volleyball 
back into play, please move the items to a safer location.  Also, if spills or wet spots are 
present please take time to wipe them for everyone’s safety. 

Nets: Attach both ends of the net on top and bottom before tightening as the wire 
going through occasionally gets pulled into the casing, difficult and time consuming to 
repair. 

The new Parks and Recreation Nets at Central are to be kept in the 
equipment room just inside the blue gym coming in from the gym foyer. 
They may be left by the door if that equipment room is locked.  The 
custodian will place them inside at the end of the night.  Please do not put 
them in the foyer equipment room where posts are kept so they will remain 
exclusively for Parks and Recreation volleyball. 

Thank you for participating in keeping our volleyball equipment in good 
condition.


